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Cooperation is a common form of social interaction. The problem of cooperation is a conflict between

individual rationality and collective rationality: selfish players maximizing their own profit obtain a smallest

profit as a collective. Since in many situations in nature or society behaving selfishly is apparently a profitable

option, how organisms solve the problem of cooperation is a long-lasting question. The problem was formulated

as Prisoner’s Dilemma in game theory, and various theoretical and empirical studies have shown possibilities of

cooperation.

In game theory, a rational player takes a payoff-maximizing strategy (or action). A payoff to each player is a

function of strategies of all players. A profile of strategies is called a Nash equilibrium if no one can improve

his payoff by unilaterally changing his strategy. Prisoner’s Dilemma is a game, in which each of two players has

two options: Cooperate or Defect. It has been proved that the only Nash equilibrium in one-shot Prisoner’s

Dilemma is mutual defection. Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (IPD) is its extensive-form variant. It has been

proved that mutual cooperation can be a Nash equilibrium as well as mutual defection if both players consider

sufficiently long-term future. One of the prominent findings in this area is the so-called tit-for-tat (TFT) or

reciprocal strategy, whose behavioral rule is: if you cooperate (defect) I will cooperate (defect). Many theoretical

studies has provided evidence supporting TFT for cooperation in some context, however, for what objective

one acquires TFT-like behaviors is an unanswered question.

A key idea in recent game theory is bounded rationality: a decision maker has to choose an action based

on limited information and restricted cognitive resources. Learning is a means to overcome uncertainty arising

from incompleteness of information. Some psychological studies have shown that human cooperation is observed

more frequency under uncertainty. Chapter 1 and 2 contains the background and reviews regarding the problem

of cooperation in psychology and game theory.

This thesis aims at proposing a theoretical description for the problem of cooperation between two learning

players under uncertainty. Concretely, the thesis aims at showing some conditions for mutual cooperation and

what the learning players can maximize to establish mutual cooperation. Led by findings from psychology and

game theory, in this thesis, the problem is formulated as Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma under uncertainty, where

one can only get feedbacks to him in response to his actions. That is, no one can get information about the

payoff matrix and related to the opponent. Reinforcement learning is a mechanism that can maximize its total

profit only based on feedbacks (payoffs) in response to its actions. There are many evidence that reinforcement

learning can solve various real world problems in uncertain environments.

In this thesis, we showed some conditions for mutual cooperation that can be established between selfish,

reinforcement learners who attempt to maximize their own profit under uncertainty. Mutual cooperation is

observed almost surely if both players make decisions based on sufficiently long-term experience. From a

detailed analysis, TFT-like behaviors are observed during mutual cooperation between reinforcement learners.

This finding gives TFT a position as a by-product of selfish/greedy learning. Chapter 3 includes the findings

above.

Further conditions are investigated by approximating IPD of reinforcement learners. Using this approximated

model, we formally studied several properties of the game, including payoff-related conditions for mutual co-

operation. Based on the findings from the approximated model, we derived a payoff matrix that dramatically

improve mutual cooperation between reinforcement learners. This can be interpreted as a practical mechanism

for cooperation. The approximated model was studied in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 contains a framework for future studies, which allows us to study reinforcement learning strategies

within a more generalized class, although there are technical issues. In this thesis, we studied 1st-order strategy

class, and discussed future directions.
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Combining all the findings in this thesis and previous studies, a theoretical description for the problem of

cooperation between learning players is argued in Chapter 6. It states that mutual cooperation can be established

under uncertainty if both selfish players learn to maximize their own profit from their long-term trial-and-error

experience.

The problem of cooperation is a special case of the free-rider problem and/or shared resource problem, which

are more common in real social situations. For example, one reported that leaving the problem of cooperation

unsolved declines the performance of team members. The problem of cooperation can be one of the common

barriers that impede performance of organizational activity, such as organizational knowledge creation. The

findings in this thesis will provide a clue to resolve conflict situations in real social interactions. Contrary to a

common belief about uncertainty, our finding suggests the possibility that uncertainty regarding information,

especially conflict relationship, might improve mutual cooperation, if participants can learn from their action-

feedback experience.
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